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INSURANCE

PASSENGERSHIPS

Leading German owners are moving big numbers of ships from
Hamburg-based marine insurer
Antra to two of the best-regarded
protection-and-indemnity (P&I)
clubs in the International Group
cartel.
Both Alpha Ship and Oskar
Wehr are switching cover to the
North of England P&I Association
and there are still unconfirmed
reports of other prominent Antra
fleets moving to Norway’s Gard.
Antra chief Gunter Schmock
admits the renewal has been
tough but he insists that some of
the fleets lost did not want to pay
an appropriate premium increase
and others with adverse loss
records were not urged to stay.
Both Bremen-based Alpha and
Hamburg-based Oskar Wehr are,
are, however, top-class fleets.
They are said to have moved
more than 40 vessels to the North
of England, with other fleets lifting the total renewal loss to double or treble this figure. As of early 2002, Antra provided P&I
cover for fewer than 500 ships so
the loss appears quite significant.
Antra has its annual renewal in
January ahead of the traditional
20 February start of the P&I year.
Schmock tells TradeWinds that
the renewal outcome is not lifethreatening, denying market
speculation that Antra may be
forced into a reorganisation or a
merger with a bigger insurer.
Antra was created from the
merger of the Trampfahrt P&I
club with the Assekuranz-Verein
Niederelbe hull club at the beginning of 2001. It has backing from
top German reinsurers such as
Munich Re and Hannover Re but
not vast amounts of free reserves.
Sources attribute the Alpha
and Oskar Wehr moves to concern that Antra appears financially weaker than leading rivals.
Antra provides up to EUR
500m of P&I cover but has a low
share-capital base of only EUR
6.34m ($4.14m) — a fraction of
the reserving level of the International Group clubs.
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Cruise
owners’
cover
to soar

B&N switches
hull cover from
Swedish Club
Jim Mulrenan

Passengership owners are in for a massive hike in insurance premiums.
Jim Mulrenan

London

Owners of cruiseships and passenger ferries face a 70% increase
in
protection-and-indemnity
(P&I) reinsurance premiums as
part of a reallocation of costs that
is nearing agreement.
The leading P&I clubs plan to
raise the reinsurance contribution of passengerships from
$0.3782 per gt to around $0.65
per gt in a powerful message to
owners that the cost of cover has
to rise ahead of the implementation of a revised Athens Convention.
The move will mean that passengerships will be paying higher
P&I reinsurance rates than crudeoil tankers for the first time ever, a
signal that human life is becoming more expensive than oilfouled guillemots.
No final agreement has yet
been reached but TradeWinds understands that P&I club managers
have agreed to load passengership reinsurance costs at this
year’s 20 February renewal, while
applying significantly lower increases to tankers and dry-cargo
ships.
Indications are that the cost of
P&I reinsurance for a crude-oil

tanker will rise from $0.4859 to
over $0.60, clean tankers from
$0.2364 to above $0.30, with drycargo ships such as bulkers and
containerships
rising
from
$0.1984 to around $0.27.
The International Group P&I
cartel claims no decision has yet
been made about the allocation of
reinsurance costs for the new P&I
year but individual club managers tell TradeWinds that agreement on the rates is almost finalised.
TradeWinds reported last week
that the premium payable for the
huge reinsurance contract covering a band of risk running from
$30m to $2.03bn collectively
bought by the P&I clubs was set to
rise by more than 35% from
$180m to over $240m.
With much of the reinsurance
now safely signed up, the debate
this week has been about how to
allocate the cost among different
categories of shipowner.
Under a protocol to the Athens
Convention covering passenger
liabilities, agreed at a diplomatic
conference in London two
months ago, the maximum compensation paid out for death or
injury rises to special drawing
rights (SDR) 400,000 ($530,000)

per passenger, with claimants potentially able to take direct action
against a P&I club up to a limit of
SDR 250,000.
Although it will be a few years
before the protocol enters into
force, the P&I clubs remain uncertain about how they should respond to a compensation regime

that would produce claims of
more than $1.65bn if there was a
catastrophe that claimed all lives
on the world’s biggest cruiseship,
Royal Caribbean’s 137,000-gt
Voyager of the Seas (built 1999),
which carries 3,114 guests.
Options include making passengership owners pay the full
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cost of this exposure, although
making a fair underwriting assessment of such an unlikely but
high-cost claim is immensely difficult, or excluding in some way
owners of such high-risk ships
from cargoship P&I clubs.

Mitchell’s back with his no-holds-barred review of P&I players
Jim Mulrenan

London

Dealing with the Britannia Club
is “like chewing on a rock, hard
work and unsatisfying”, according to protection-and-indemnity
(P&I) broker Phil Mitchell, who
has again produced his idiosyncratic “warts-and-all” market
guide.
Mitchell is a former Britannia
Club manager who now runs
United Insurance Brokers (UIB)’s
P&I operation. His annual review
based on 30 years’ market experience is renowned for its plainspeaking approach.
The broker describes his old
club Britannia as the genuine eccentric of the market, saying its
reporting is obscure and offers little insight, although it is a safe,
successful and driven club with
its managers part owned by the
mighty Allianz insurance group.
Gard is a consummate marketer

DIRTY LINEN: Mitchell lets it all hang
out on P&I line.
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with a sophisticated product
range that goes beyond offering
traditional cover to shipowners.
It has “grown alarmingly” and
been successful in attracting business from charterers, oil traders
and rig owners. It scared members with a warning of an excess
call 18 months ago but this threat
seems to have evaporated.
The Japan Club has obscure

and bizarre accounts that make
analysis almost impossible and
reserves something of an unknown quantity. The club, however, defies its critics and makes
modest demands on members but
as it internationalises it will have
to become more transparent in its
reporting.
The American Club faces a test
of nerves as it seeks more tonnage
and large increases in premiums
at the same time. Many of its
shipowners have a short membership history and free reserves are
too small.
The London Club has been the
subject of gossip that there is a
“black of hole of cavernous proportions” in its finances but the
truth is it is a seriously conservative club reserving for claims at
levels well in excess of historical
values. It insures fewer but larger
ships than rivals, offering exemplary service to members.

The North of England has quintrupled in size in the last decade
as a result of solid, “hard-working, hard-nosed and determined”
management but are no slouches
in trumpeting their success. The
club is good but might benefit
from showing a little less hubris.
The Shipowners’ Club insures
26,500 vessels and really seems
to understand the business of
looking after small ships. The
club is professional and its reporting is admirably restrained
with a charming lack of self-congratulation.
Skuld took its eye off the ball
and undertook unfettered expansion without sufficient regard to
premium rating. The club has a
lot of ground to make up but is
making progress toward full recovery under a new team of managers.
Mitchell says he feels sadly illqualified to report on the club as

UIB withdrew its business two
years ago.
The Standard Club is a “safe
haven if you can get in”, being the
highest-rated in financial terms
and managed better than most. Its
reinvention more than a decade
ago as a low-volume, high-quality
club is a model of how a club can
transform its fortunes but it still
could work on improving its
branding.
Steamship Mutual members
and managers face pain on the
road to a financial revival after
hitting the buffers of an excess
call. Mitchell is, however, hopeful that things will work out fine
in the end but he says he is looking for evidence that they have
abandoned long-term contracts
and will continue to press for
recognition that every member is
entitled to fair treatment.
The Swedish Club defies objective assessment of its financial

welfare by not providing separate
accounts for its hull and P&I business. The managers have recommended this move but the board
of directors, for reasons known
only to themselves, refuse to
sanction the change.
The UK Club’s reporting is a
model of clarity but the story it
tells is not a particularly happy
one, with a massive reduction of
$137m in its reserves, more than
the total most smaller rivals have
accumulated. The club faces a
tough year ahead and is in for a
hard renewal.
The West of England has a
growing number of admirers, giving the appearance of being wellenough funded without being
rich. The club needs to re-rate its
members quite as fundamentally
as its competitors and cannot afford to be complacent or too aggressive in its renewal and acquisition policies.

London

Leading Swedish shipowner
B&N Nordsjofrakt has moved its
hull-and-machinery cover out of
the Swedish Club despite company chief Folke Patriksson being
deputy chairman of the Gothenburg-based insurer.
The switch is a cutting blow to
the Swedish Club as B&N has
transferred its fleet insurance to
key Scandinavian rival Gard Services of Arendal, Norway.
A further embarrassment that
has not gone unnoticed in the insurance market is that Swedish
Club chairman Christer Olsson is
also a director of B&N.
Patriksson tells TradeWinds
that he is not disillusioned with
the Swedish Club and that the
move was entirely dictated by the
lower premiums he was able to
secure from Gard, rather than any
other issues.
The shipowner says he was
very satisfied with the quality of
service he received from the
Swedish Club but at the end of
the day price was the deciding
factor.
Patriksson hopes to stay on as
deputy chairman of the Swedish
Club as his protection-and-indemnity (P&I) cover is still in
Gothenburg, down the road from
B&N’s Skarhamn headquarters.
Although P&I insurance does
not renew until 20 February it
looks as if the loss of the B&N
hull business will be leavened by
the Swedish Club retaining the
owner’s liability cover.
The move of hull cover to Norway could also be eased by the
fact that before joining the
Swedish Club, B&N insured its
hulls with Atlantica, one of the
companies swept up in the consolidation that created Gard Services.
B&N has emerged as the key
hull fleet defecting from
the Swedish
Club at the January renewals,
although another
wellknown
but
smaller
Swedish forest
products specialist,
Gorthon Lines,
is also under- PATRIKSSON (top),
OLSSON (above)
stood to have
Photos: B&N
moved its hull
& machinery to
the Norwegian market.
Although B&N is Gorthon’s
largest shareholder with a third
of the equity, Patriksson says he
did not influence the Gorthon
move, although it appears to have
been driven by similar pricing
factors.
The Swedish Club lost 2.5 million gt of its 30 million-gt hull
fleet at the January renewals as it
pushed through premium increases averaging 33%.
News that the Swedish Club
tonnage was down despite it
picking up hull cover on 36 car
carriers owned by Wallenius and
Wilhelmsen-linked Eukor and
UECC was reported by TradeWinds two weeks ago.

NCL lobbies
for Hawaii
trio to trade
The cruise line has
a Hawaii senator
fighting to get US
coastwise rights
for a trio of ships.
Jonathan Boonzaier and Bob Rust
Singapore and Oslo

Norwegian Cruise Lines (NCL)
may be able to operate up to three
vessels in protected US coastwise
trades if a proposal put forward
by Hawaii senator Daniel Inouye
is passed by the US congress.
Under US law, coastwise trading is strictly reserved for USbuilt, US-owned ships. However,
a special clause Inouye has inserted into a $390bn spending
bill would grant such privileges
to two incomplete US-built hulls
NCL bought last year for completion abroad, along with an as-yet
unnamed third ship, and to trade
them domestically. If passed, the
first vessel could begin operating
in Hawaiian waters starting next
year.
The deal is said to include a
clause disallowing any other operators from competing against
NCL in Hawaiian waters on such
a basis.
The proposal calls for NCL to
crew the ships with US mariners
and other staff.

US cruise line American Clas- tive 20 June 2002 and charged the
sic Voyages (AMCV) had begun cruise line $37,500 in lobbying
the two hulls at Ingalls Shipyard bills for the first half of 2002, a toin Mississippi before its collapse tal of ten days’ work. NCL emin 2001.
ployed two other lobbying firms
Malaysian-owned NCL has during the period including
been operating cruises in Hawai- Hawaiian-based Watanabe Ing
ian waters for the past six years Kawashima and Komeiji, whose
but its foreign-built ships must principal partner was previously
make a lengthy diversion to Kiri- a director of AMCV.
bati. Under the proposed deal,
US Senator John McCain’s moNCL can call in consecutive US tion to strike the special legislaports.
tion was defeated
Political
obin a 62-33 Senate
servers say Invote held this
ouye’s move was
week.
well timed. US
This is not the
President George
first time McCain
Bush has urged
has battled with
the RepublicanInouye over the
led Congress to
issue of bringing
pass the spending
foreign-built
bill by the end of
cruise tonnage
the month.
into
domestic
US government
trades.
records show that
In 1997 such
in 2002, NCL
an exemption let
president Colin
AMCV run a forVeitch
coneign-built, UStributed $15,000
flagged ship in
to the Hawaii DeHawaiian waters
mocratic Party. YEEH-HAH: Senator Inouye on pa- during construcPhoto: Scanpix tion of the two
Veitch is a resi- rade with US troops
dent of Florida.
hulls.
Lobbyists on behalf of NCL inAMCV got a $1.1bn loan guarclude Washington maritime antee from the US Maritime Adlawyers in the Preston Gates and ministration (MarAd) for the pair,
Ellis firm, associated with a hard later sold to NCL for a bargain
line on US cabotage restrictions. price.
The firm was originally regisNCL is completing the duo at
tered as lobbyists for NCL effec- Lloyd Werft in Germany.

BC Ferries sell fast cats
BC Ferries of Canada is set to auction off three fast ferries barely
three years after they were delivered.
The three PacifiCat-class vessels will be sold at international
auction in Vancouver on 24
March after they were found to be
unsuitable for the company’s
routes.
The exercise has cost the publical-owned company millions of
dollars and its management has
decided to cut its losses.
“It is time to put the costly fastferry programme behind us and
move forward,” said president
Doug Allen.
“After more than two-and-ahalf years of trying to sell the

PacifiCats, we need to use a different approach.” The Incat-designed, aluminium catamarans
Explorer, Discovery and Voyager
cats are understood to have been
delivered by a consortium of local shipbuilders led by Vancouver Shipyard between March
1999 and July 2000.
Annual operating costs and the
limited ability of the vessels to
move buses and large commercial
trucks meant the vessels were not
suitable for service on BC Ferries
routes.
That has led BC Ferries to appoint industrial auctioneer
Ritchie Bros and marine consultant Stephen Phillips of Seaspeed
Technology to oversee the sale.

FERRIES

Antra losing
German ships
to cartel clubs

••• TFDS of Norway has put its
6,100-gt ferry Midnatsol (built
1982) up for sale.The ship is
operating in the coastal service
Hurtigruten and will be replaced in March by the 15,000gt Midnatsol, which is being
built by the Fosen shipyard.
TFDS is aiming for around NOK
80m ($11.4m).
••• Rederi AB Gotland’s new
1,500-passenger ferry Visby
will sail around Africa on its
way from China to Sweden to
avoid the risk of a war in Iraq.
The 1,600 lane-metre ship is
shortly leaving the yard in
Guangzhou, where Gotland ordered two ferries in 1999. Visby had been scheduled for delivery in 2001.

